
Nadir Mapper Earth View Level 1B Description 
 
1. Purpose and Scope: 
 
The purpose of this document is to provide an overview of the OMPS-NPP Nadir Mapper Earth 
View Level 1B data product format for its users.  The NMEV-L1B APP converts raw counts from 
the OMPS instrument into calibrated, geolocated radiances.  Along with the description of the data 
product, there will also be a brief description of the inputs to the Level 1B process, and a summary 
of the algorithms used. 
 
2. Inputs: 
 
The inputs to the NMEV-L1B APP can be broken down into three distinct categories.  First is table 
files, which are used on the ground to calibrate the measurements; second is the L1A, which 
contains pointing, instrument, and science data; and third is Ancillary data, generally in the form of 
climatologies. 
 
2.1. Table Files: 
 
Table 1 provides a list of table files input to the NMEV-L1B APP.  The files are listed by ESDT 
names. 
 
Table File Description 
NM_CBC Wavelength registration for each micro pixel 
NM_IRF Solar irradiance for each micro pixel 
NM_SRG Spatial registration for each micro pixel 
NM_RAD Radiometric calibration coefficients for each micro pixel 
NM-DRK Dark current correction for each micro pixel 
NM_STB Sample table file, telling the L1B process which micro pixels are binned together into macro 

pixels and collected in the science data 
TP Timing Pattern (not strictly a table file, but used in conjunction with the tables) 

Table 1: Table Files 
 
2.2. L1A File: 
 
The L1A (similar to an IDPS Verified RDR) is a 1-1 translation of a stream of CCSDS packets into 
an organized HDF 5 formatted file.  A typical L1A contains all data of a certain type (e.g., NM 
Earth View) for an entire orbit. 
 
2.3. Ancillary Files: 
 
Table 2 provides a list of ancillary files input to the NMEV-L1B APP.  The files are listed by ESDT 
names. 
 
Table File Description 
CLOUD_PRES_CLIM.h5 Mean Optical Centroid Pressure climatology 
MIN_REF.h5 Minimum surface reflectivity database 
SNOW_ICE_CLIM.h5 Snow/ice fraction climatology 
SURF_CAT.h5 Surface categories database 
TERRAIN_PRES.h5 Terrain pressure database 
V8_OZONE_TEMP_CLIM.h
5 

V8 apriori ozone and temperature climatologies 

Table 2: Ancillary Files 



 
3. Algorithms: 
 
There are four distinct phase of computation within the L1B processing.  The first is the aggregation 
of table files into a macro-pixel format, and involves basic summing, averaging, and scaling by 
integration time (when applicable) of the micro pixel tables into macro pixels that correspond to the 
measured data.  The other three phases are the Geolocation, Radiometric Calibration, and Ancillary 
phases, and are described below. 
 
3.1. Geolocation Algorithm: 
 
The calculation of geolocation information utilizes functionality contained in the SDP Toolkit.  The 
inputs to this algorithm consist of spatial registration information from the binned NM_SRG table 
file, Attitude and Ephemeris data from the L1A, and timing information from the TP file. 
 
As a first step, the Ephemeris and Attitude are then transformed to the Toolkit Frame, and the Earth-
Centered Inertial Ephemeris and Euler deviation angles from geocentric spacecraft frame are 
produced. 
 
The next step is to extract measurement timing information from the L1A and TP files.  This 
information is used to calculate the central time of each measurement (times in the L1A correspond 
to the last coadded image of each measurement). 
 
With this information, the SDP Toolkit  interpolates Ephemeris and Attitude to science data times.  
The Toolkit also calculates many other fields, including solar angles, the subsatellite point, the Sun-
Earth distance, the solar and view angles at the center of the ground pixel and the subsatellite point 
Latitude, Longitude, and solar zenith angle. 
 
3.2. Radiometric Calibration Algorithm: 
 
The Radiometric Calibration portion of the L1B can be summarized by a single formula: 
 

R = rcoeff(CTotal – CSmear – CDark – CStray) 
 
where R is the calibrated radiance, rcoeff is the radiometric calibration coefficient, CTotal is the total 
measured counts, CSmear is the smear correction (i.e., parallel overclock), CDark is the dark current 
correction, and CStray is the stray light correction.  The linearity correction is made on board the 
spacecraft.  rcoeff and CDark are obtained from the binned table files, while Csmear and CStray are 
calculated from the science data found within the L1A.  Note that the instrument bias is included as 
part of CSmear, and is thus removed from the measurement along with the smear.  For details on the 
stray light correction, please see reference 1. 
 
3.3. Ancillary Algorithm: 
 
The  Ancillary portion of the L1B uses geolocation and date information for each FOV 
measurement from the OMPS Nadir Mapper and, utilizing a static set of climatologies and 
databases, determines ancillary information needed by the L2 Nadir Mapper retrieval algorithm.   
 
It employs different techniques for determining the appropriate ancillary values, with the technique 
used depending on the climatology or database being accessed: 
 
1) For climatologies/databases with a resolution comparable to, or larger than, the sensors 



field-of-view (FOV), linear and bilinear interpolations are performed.  These include: 
1. CLOUD_PRES_CLIM.h5 
2. MIN_REF.h5 
3. SNOW_ICE_CLIM.h5 
4. V8_OZONE_TEMP_CLIM.h5 
1) For climatologies/databases with a resolution higher than the sensor’s FOV, the number of 
values within the FOV are determined; this subset of values are then used to determine the final 
value.   These include: 
1. SURF_CAT.h5 
2. TERRAIN_PRES.h5 
 
4. NMEV-L1B Product: 
 
The NMEV-L1B data product is an HDF5 file containing calibrated, geolocated radiances from the 
OMPS-NPP Nadir Mapper sensor.  The file contains four major groups:  ANC_DATA (containing 
ancillary data), CALIBRATION_DATA (containing data used to create calibrated radiances), 
GEOLOCATION_DATA (self explanatory), and SCIENCE_DATA (containing the calibrated 
radiances, quality flags, and error terms).  There are also in incidental groups HousekeepingData 
(containing certain values related to the functioning of the sensor, e.g., telescope temperature), 
InputPointers (containing ground system processing inputs), and info (containing an overall orbit 
data quality characterization).  The first four groups I will describe in detail below. 
 
Note that, in order to maximize the utility of so-called HiRes data collection, a sample table was 
constructed that allows the collection of data at multiple cross-track resolutions, depending on the 
wavelength.  In order to accommodate these multiple resolutions, data within the NMEV-L1B file 
that is ground-pixel dependent is further grouped into “bin schemes.”  These additional subgroups 
appear beneath each of the four major groups, and are named BinScheme1, BinScheme2, etc, 
depending on how many binning schemes are used in that particular sample table.   
 
For example, under GEOLOCATION_DATA the data sets Longitude and Latitude would be found 
within each BinSchemeX group, because those values relate to individual ground pixel location, 
while SpacecraftLatitude and SunEarthDistance are in the top GEOLOCATION_DATA group, 
because they are independent of the sample table.  Even if the variable resolution feature is not 
employed in a given orbit, the same file structure is maintained; in this case, only the BinScheme1 
subgroup will be present beneath each of the major groups. 
 
For all of the tables, the following definitions apply: 
 
   nTimes: Number of images (swaths) in the file 
   nWavel: Number of wavelengths 
   nXtrack: Number of cross-track pixels 
 
Please note that, as defined, the sample table indicates 35 cross-track pixels in nominal Nadir 
Mapper data collection, with the central pixel approximately split into two halves, one on each side 
of the CCD.  The original vision was to merge these two halves together into a single nadir pixel at 
the L1B processing stage.  However, it was decided that for this product, those two pixels would 
remain separate.  Therefor, in the nominal NMEV-L1B product, there are 36 cross-track pixels, 
rather than 35. 
 
4.1. ANC_DATA: 
 
Table 3 describes the contents of the ANC_DATA group of the NMEV-L1B product file.  All 



elements of ANC_DATA are ground pixel dependent, so every data set is contained beneath a 
BinSchemeX subgroup(s). 
 
CALIBRATION_DATA Description / Method used to obtain value Dimensions Units 
CloudPressure Mean Optical Centroid Pressure.   nTimes, nXtrack Hpa 
PressureProfile Pressure levels used for the ozone and 

temperature profiles 
nLayers hPa 

O3Profile A priori ozone profile. nTimes, nXtrack, nLayers, nOzone DU 
TermperatureProfile Temperature profile nTimes, nXtrack, nLayers ° Kelvin 
SnowIceFraction Fraction of surface covered by snow or 

ice 
nTimes, nXtrack Unitless 

SurfaceReflectivity Minimum surface reflectivity nTimes, nXtrack Unitless 
TerrainPressure Stray light correction applied to each 

pixel 
nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel hPa 

Table 3: Ground pixel dependent Ancillary data sets 
 
4.2. CALIBRATION_DATA: 
 
Tables 4 and 5 describe the contents of the CALIBRATION_DATA group of the NMEV-L1B 
product file.  Table 4 describes the fields that are ground pixel independent, and so appear directly 
withing the main group.  Table 5 describes the data sets that are ground pixel dependent, and so 
appear beneath the BinSchemeX subgroup(s). 
 
CALIBRATION_DATA Description Dimensions Units 
CCDRowsColIndices CCD coordinates of the macropixel 2, nXtrack, nWavel None 

Table 4: Ground pixel independent Calibration data sets 
 
CALIBRATION_DATA Description Dimensions Units 
BandCenterWavelength
s 

Channel band centers for each pixel nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel Nanometers 

DarkCurrentCorrection Dark current correction for each pixel nXtrack, nWavel Counts 
RadianceCalCoeff Radiometric calibration coefficients for 

each pixel 
nXtrack, nWavel (w/cm^3/strad)/countssec 

SmearCorrection Smear correction for each pixel nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel Counts 
SolarFlux Solar irradiance values nXtrack, nWavel w/cm^3/strad 
SolarFluxWavelengths Solar irradiance wavelengths nXtrack, nWavel Nanometers 
StrayLightCorrection Stray light correction applied to each 

pixel 
nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel Counts 

Table 5: Ground pixel dependent Calibration data sets 
 
4.3. GEOLOCATION_DATA: 
 
Tables 6-9 describe the contents of the GEOLOCATION_DATA group of the NMEV-L1B product 
file.  Table 6 describes the fields that are ground pixel independent, and so appear directly withing 
the main group.  Table 7 defines the content of the bit-packed InstrumentQualityFlags data set.  
Table 8 describes the data sets that are ground pixel dependent, and so appear beneath the 
BinSchemeX subgroup(s).  Table 9 defines the content of the bit-packed GroundPixelQualityFlags 
data set. 
 



 
GEOLOCATION_DATA Description Dimensions Units 
GoniometricSolarAzimuth Spacecraft solar azimuth (for use in Calibration L1B) nTimes Radians 
GoniometricSolarElevation Spacecraft solar elevation (for use in Calibration L1B) nTimes Radians 
ImageMidpoint_TAI93 Times at the center of the image (in TAI93) nTimes seconds 
InstrumentQualityFlags Bit-packed error flags for each pixel nTimes No Units 
SolarBeta Angles between a geocentric Sun vector and its projection on the 

NPP orbital plane 
nTimes No Units 

SolarDeclination_ECI Solar declination of each pixel nTimes Degrees 
SolarRightAscension_ECI Solar right ascension of each pixel nTimes Degrees 
SolarUnitVectorECI Vector pointing from the center of the Earth towards the center of 

the Sun in the ECI reference frame 
nTimes, 3 No Units 

SpacecraftAltitude Spacecraft altitude nTimes Meters 
SpacecraftLatitude Spacecraft Latitude nTimes Degrees 
SpacecraftLongitude Spacecraft Longitude nTimes Degrees 
SpacecraftPositionECI Spacecraft position in ECI coordinates nTimes, 3 Meters 
SpacecraftVelocityECI Spacecraft velocity in ECI coordinates nTimes, 3 Meters/se

c 
SubSatelliteSolarZenithAngl
e 

Solar zenith angle at subsatellite point nTimes Degrees 

SunEarthDistance Sun-Earth distance 1 Meters 
UTC_CCDSDS_A Twenty-seven character UTC date-and-time string nTimes No Units 
expose Exposure time 1  

Table 6: Ground pixel independent Geolocation data sets 
 
Bit Name Category Description 
0-3 Unused   
4-5 SAA Flag WARNING Indicates location of spacecraft w.r.t. SAA 

0 = outside SAA boundaries 
1 = <5% of nominal maximum SAA effect 
2 = between 5% and 40% of nominal maximum SAA effect 
3 = >40% of nominal maximum SAA effect 

6-19 Unused   
20 Maneuver Flag WARNING Indicates a spacecraft attitude maneuver was in progress during the 

measurement 
21 Attitude Threshold Flag WARNING Indicates any of the 3 geodetic spacecraft attitude Euler angles  

exceeds a defined threshold 
22-31 Unused   

Table 7: Definitions of bit-flags contained in InstrumentQualityFlags 
 
GEOLOCATION_DATA Description Dimensions Units 
GroundPixelQualityFlags SAA, eclipse, Sun glint, terrain type flags nTimes, nXtrack No Units 
Latitude Ground pixel latitude nTimes, nXtrack Degrees 
Longitude Ground pixel longitude nTimes, nXtrack Degrees 
SatelliteAzimuth Satellite azimuth of each pixel nTimes, nXtrack Degrees 
SatelliteZenithAngle Satellite zenith angle of each pixel nTimes, nXtrack Degrees 
SolarAzimuth Solar azimuth of each pixel nTimes, nXtrack Degrees 
SolarZenithAngle Solar zenith angle of each pixel nTimes, nXtrack Degrees 

Table 8: Ground pixel dependent Geolocation data sets 
 
Bit Name Category Description 
0-7 Unused   
8 Eclipse Flag WARNING Indicates ground pixel is within umbra or penumbra of the moon 
9-15 Unused   

Table 9: Definitions of bit-flags contained in GroundPixelQualityFlags 
 



4.4. SCIENCE_DATA: 
 
Tables 10-13 describe the contents of the SCIENCE_DATA group of the NMEV-L1B product file.  
Table 10 describes the fields that are ground pixel independent, and so appear directly withing the 
main group.  Table 11 defines the bit-flags contained in the ReportIntervalQualityFlags data set.  
Table 12 describes the data sets that are ground pixel dependent, and so appear beneath the 
BinSchemeX subgroup(s).  Table 13 defines the bit-flags contained in the PixelQualityFlags data 
set. 
 
SCIENCE_DATA Description Dimensions Units 
ExposureTime Exposure time of this pixel (in milliseconds) nTimes msec 
NumberCoadds Number of coadds for this pixel nTimes No Units 
ReportIntervalQualityFlags Bit-packed error/warning flags for each image nTimes No Units 
SensorStatusBits Bit-packed flags indicating status of sensor (undefined) nTimes No Units 

Table 10: Ground pixel independent Science data sets 
 
Bit Name Category Description 
0 Stray Light Warning WARNING An error was detected in the stray light calculation for this image 
1-31 Unused   

Table 11: Definitions of bit-flags contained in ReportIntervalQualityFlags 
 
 
SCIENCE_DATA Description Dimensions Units 
PixelQualityFlags Bit-packed error flags for each pixel nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel No Units 
Radiance Calibrated radiance values nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel w/cm^3/strad 
RadianceError Error in Radiance nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel w/cm^3/strad 
RawCounts Raw counts of each pixel (physical CCD only) nTimes, nXtrack, nWavel Counts 

Table 12: Ground pixel dependent Science data sets 
 
Bit Name Category Description 
0 Invalid Raw Signal BAD Raw counts values are outside a valid positive range (1 - 

ncoadd*16383) 
1 Bad Pixel BAD Valid pixel flag in NM_RAD from sensor vendor was not set OR the 

sample table has excluded a pixel from binning 
2 Non-Optics Pixel WARNING Indicates that the selected pixel does not occur in the optics region 

and therefore has no valid radiometric coefficient 
3 Transient Warning WARNING Indicates an anomalous signal with a reasonable probability of being 

a transient 
4 RTS Warning WARNING  
5 Saturation Possibility WARNING At least one of the co-added measurements of at least one of the 

binned pixels has a reasonable probability of having filled the 14-bit 
A/D converter 

6 Unused   
7 Dark Signal Warning WARNING Indicates the age of the dark measurement used in the correction 

exceeds a limit (expressed in days) 
8 Smear Warning WARNING Indicates the contents of the relevant smear pixel exceeds a limit 

(expressed in counts per frame per smear pixel) 
9 Unused   
10 Stray Light Warning WARNING Indicates that stray light correction has returned a correction 

exceeding limits (expressed as percent of signal) 
11 Non-Linearity Warning WARNING  
12 Invalid Corrected Signal BAD Corrected counts values are outside a valid positive range (1 - 

ncoadd*16383 
13 Wavelength Assign 

Warning 
WARNING  



14-31 Unused   
Table 13: Definitions of bit-flags contained in PixelQualityFlags 
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